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images obtained f rom the Lansat mitispectral. ascinr are not provided in

any normally recognised map projection systamt, So it is Of ten necssary for &
transformation to be mad~e. This is usually dome with the aid of grt control

points, whose locations On the ground (or 00 & maP) are accurately knu and Which
cana be ac -urately located within LAndsat iMag1es. The initial selection nd laCS-
r ion of such ground control points is usually pert oTmed miuaelly-

For repL-at - ie inultiteqmoral - imaery, the same ground cotrol Points cm
be used. The posit ions of these points can he. relocated within the "Want a~w
either manually or, as describee. in this paper, by an almost entirely intinotic
computer process. This Process has been found to mar SPOedilY an effectVelY

on mmy repeat 2images of Britain. usually giving accorate relocation of WWII eeec

i902 of ground control points.

The process has been dera loped for u"e with im~s of Britain, but it Could
readily be sadqpted for worldwide use.
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AM7O0&ATIC RELOCATI.ON OF CR 'C-.D C0'DN-OL POINTTS

1\ LAUNDSAT IMAGERY

by

SfLMARY

Images obtained fron the Landsat mltispectral aarer are not provided in
any normally recognised map pro;ection system, so it is often necessary for a
transformation to be made. This is usually done with, the aid of ground control
points, utbose locations -.. the ground Ior on a map) are accurately ktetr and which
can be accurateli :.- cated w-ithin Lands.t images. The initial selection and loca-
tion of such ground contrel points is usually perfor-md manually.

For repeat - "- uititemperal - imagery, the s ground control points can
be used. The positions of these points can be relocated within the repeat 'mage
either manually or, as described in this paper, by an almost entirely automatic
computer process. This process has been found to work speedily and effectively
on many repeat images of Britain, usually giving accurate relocation of w•ll over
90Z of ground control points.

The process has been developed for use with images of Britain, but it could
readily be adapted for worldwide use.
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Infcrua-ziic ab•,,t the surta• o: thk e•-th has for long been Qotained by a wide

variety of mthods. With the ability to ascend above the surfa:e has occurred what is

no referred to as 're-ete sersing' %see Itef !). the az isition of irformatio from a

distarnce, firs$ by aerial phe grap-.' md latterly by ea-th sate.lite observatiou.

Observation of the earth fr,-a s~at&lites has been :made bY photography and by other

imaging methods. In soW ca.e s -he Phoza, Lm ca. A physically returned to earth

(• Skylab), but this ib r,.-t always -zveaienz, wrd is certainly not so for s$dtellites

desigaed to m.ake aany obse.'azi,ýas ever a, lo=& r-c.zr of time. As aa alternative to

conventional photography, tberefore, the earth's surface my be optically scaned by

s e means amd th observA..zios -r:ed to a fo-=- which cai be transmitted to earth.

In this case the sata car be re • :-te ir.ýo a forn iv'hict resembles a photograph, and

which will be rn •erred to in this Report as 4 'picture'. This Report is concerned with )
digital data and pictures prc--ide± b3, - rA'-ti--spIectra$l scanner (.N5S) on toe Lan•isat

series of earth resources satellites.

Images provided by La--sat NfSS coe-,r an- are3 approxi1ately !85 ka square, viewed

vertically downwardv, an! are Qfte-- iurseiately recognisable by a -iever Ube, is familiar

3 with the par:ion of coztry depicte.,. K, g='t£'. is -sia!lyv by Wans of salient

f features, such as the shape of coasttines or the positior of rzads. Hoever, a small

amount of spatial distorti-c is ps-..s:, sc if the precise location of any particular

fe.ture, or any exact distance, is required, it is Lsually neessar$ to resort to inter-

"__ " 
I -

Perhaps the mss coni-e ie-.ý treatmet itr Lmsan . MS dais z-- '$ vert or

transorm' it to a known cartz,:4h&c coordiat. svstem. The iaftormton is then

preserted i= -3 forn wlich is .taLar, vhose mensio.m" (scale and other properties) are

ixderstood, whic •ay inle c.tibra:iac grid lines a.td which "ay be directly comparod

with a ccc ntionAl sap of thc sww scal.e, to establish locations. Satellite immgery may

then be studied by a wide varicty of user., vithc.•t their Laviug to be concerned with the

nature and details of the re.. -iior. aid trausicruatioz pro-ess.

1w distinzt for-a of inroramtio.i are it general awai:able for precise diarnsional

evaluation of photographs or rbtogra; a-like iaagws. One foru of information relates to

the details of thE im-aging system, for exxrle in microphotography the saaificatiou of

the system, and in telepkotpgraphy knowledge of any distortions introduced by the optical

system as instan-ed by the differenze between the behaviour of a sliding-back and a

conventional camra. The other for= of inforiatica is knwwledge abo.at the object being

phatogrnphed, for exampie a ros;ing ;o. may t. includ-ed ir. a photograph of a archo-

logical dig to provi±e thc local sca'%'.

The actual proess of Lxidsa: image identification and transformation makes wse of

both types of knorli.dge, ` those coaernir.g the imaging system and concerning the

earth's surface. Certain features of the image can be 'recognised' and these, together

with a knowledge of the geomezry of the optical imaging process, allow the remainder of

the image to be fitted irto its 3ýrrect pIce.

-- -- ---mlI



The recognisaable terrestrial features are referred to as 'ground control points'

(gcps), and ta be usable they must be identifiable both n the satellite image and also

on s- stitab:e ca:ibrated nap.

I. . The Landsat MSS

The Landsat VS is described in detail in Ref 2. Briefly, the satellite NoW" in

a near polar ortit (inclined a: abouw. 0 degrees tc the eq.ator) at a minally constant

height iabna 90 Ia) above the earth's surface. As the satellite travels, the surface

vertically be:,v it is scanv'td in a cros4-:rack direction, so that the observations form

a raster scan of the tarth's surface. The ioage is resolved into picture elemeuts or

pixels of about 80 a square, vitn some overlap of pixels along the scan line, so that each

pixel is about 13 n ir tia: directicn. Observations are made at four spectral wavelengths,

but this need cot be consic-ered tere excepz to note that in practice the aost comavieat

waveband for dezerLining gcps is zhe sa-"aled band 7, (0.8 to I.I microns wravlengthi,

in the near infra-red.

From tthis descriptioo, sone p•.oper-ies of the resultamt image may be deduced.

Firstly. the scale of the inage in the direction of satellite trarel should be constant,

since the near cizcu!mar o_•!it provides a near constant speed. Secondly. the scale in the

cross-track directic-n depends upm the nature of the scauning meclani•s and the curvature

of the earth's suraze. (Variatioas in height of tercestrial features may be ignored
s 4ince their effect, particuiLarly for the low a!titjdes o! the majority of Britain, is

marginal if not undetectable.) Since the natures of these two scan effects are fairly

-..-u-ae-, y kr.... t-%iv ca be cecreasated for. Ci.-": effe,-t as the --$" A

of the earth beneath the satellite can also be allowed for. The reIulting iminge,

referred to as 'systce corrected', is in the fors of an obliqTue .•fercator projection:

indeed Coivccoresses has rroposed the use of 'Space Obliqli Mercator' projection for
Lmdzat imagery.

F(,r •ancy purposes it wozd boe d~sirable to transfor-m the img to a more cove-

tional map trojection, some form of Transverse Mercator, a this can in principle

are accurately known.

In practice, certain difficulties arise, and these stem from the lack of perfection
of the satellite's •meut. The orbit is msch that the beight above the earth's surface
varies by approximately ±-! and the vehicle itself is subject to m ats in all three

of its rotationa: axes. .E it pitches, rolls and yas. All of these ve ts are to

s.-e extent measured and kmma. but ne: with sufficient accurpcy to allow the im-ge to

be accurately calibrated. A reana ble level of accuracy eight be defined Such that so]

pixel is ou.t ct place, ri:th reference to the map system, by more than its co dimiaaiis.

1.2 Geometric transformation of Landst imse

Since it is not possible to relate an image to the earth's surface with sufficient

precision from available knowledge of the operation an mowelmats of the L sat meing

system, resort has therefore to be made to biowledge of the asbject being immged. This

""-----------------.....NEM
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may be done vith thi ai-4 of &cps vse positiuv. cam be sktermined, both on the image mad

also on th* earth's sarfaze. Since terrestrial features himm been surveyed in great

detail in Sritain. it is coavericnt to use maps for the accurate determination of the

positioa of gcps on the earth's surface.

Wn sufficient gcTps have beer. |1-ated, both on the img and on a map, &me form

of mathematical transformatimn cam be used to enable all points in the image to be trams-

formed to the map coordinate system, this process being referred to as geometric trams-

fotration.

The identificatino .-t gcps, b.vth on an image and on a mV, is in the first instance

ma operation which is done by hman beings, as no suitable pattern recognition systes

has yet been se: up te compare a. image vith a map. (It vould sees feasible to perfovu

this operatiz amtomaticalty bI coap-ter. for certaiG types of gcps. for ezample,

selected lard-vazer boundaries.) Ho•wver the Landsat system is a continuing operation,

so repeatei images are produced, and it has proved feasible to use a computer to

rccognisoe ad relocate knon gcps in these repeat images.

A distint-t4on should therefore be clearly drawn, between (a) the first identifi-

cation and lo-ation of gc-ps both on an image and on a map. and (b) the relocation of

known gcps in other images. (Rtelocatio-. on a map is. of course, not needed.) This

Report is mainly concerned with (b), ad describes an almost entirely autotic couter

procass, the progran GCa.FI•D, tor relocation of specified gcps vithin a repeat image.

The subject of geometric transformation has been discussed in the literature, one

of the more ~irai~ ui~osbigthat of Shlie --

1.3 Some -otes on the Zrograr GCP.FIXD

"atnmy countries ha.-v their -va satellite data pro-_essing facilities. so this work

has been primarily concerned vith images of Britain, 1'- the mainland and surroundirA

islands, but wxc'ukting .Lrtlhern Ireland and Ireland. However the pcssibility of mue

elsewhre has been considered, and those features of the work relevmat on'y to Britain

have been noted. It should therefore Le possible te adapt the progranm G.¥l.lb for

operation in other countries, with fairly lisited changes.

The problem o' relocating gcps in images is esseztially a practicai oat, and has

been treated as such in this wrk. The processes which are described in this Report are

ones which have been foumd by experience to work satisfactorily for an adequately large

proportion of gfps, on a wide variety of images of Britain, the %Aole operation reaqirime

a reasonably small .aut of computer facilities aad operating time coqared vith other

operations performed on the image. The nethods described are not necessarily the 'best'

or the most elegant and, indeed, consioering the variety of images to b~e proccssed, it is

dmbtful whether a 'best" method exists.

FIRST -)CATION OF GR•D O.-ML FOl%-M
I-
0 Since the first identificazion and le tion of gcps mast be done before their

relocation, the formr process wili be des. 'bed first. be author of this Report has
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not performd arV of this location work directly himscit, b~ut has msade several suggestion

which have proteZ oQf asais:ance in dozng it, n-ld thestv it! be inntiioed in this section.

2.1 Ground control point iibrary systeM

The first g-p work do.w in Spa,:4e N1;arturut RAE is that dtscribcd by Villiam 5Wo

selected about 7f. locatix.r, ia Lardiat inaje patE 219• row 24 of 2 'uir 1977. Subse4uently,

others at RAE have selected sufficient gcps to cover the whole of Britain. Gcps have

been identified on Landiat images and on Crdrance S-irvey i:SW30 maps, locations beiwg

referred to the 3ation-l Cri'd. iane a :orrespndence between image aud may is required,

the procedure results in tk' p-ovisicac o: two pairs of values Zor each gcp: the column

and ro ntumer of a pixel i% the relevant Lr4dsa: image. and the corresponding Xatioaal

Grid eastings a.2 no.thiz:.js, reccrdt'2 to an •c-u.a:v of abcut 0.2 so on :he mp, for the

centre of the selectýed pi..Ll. otvetn . a5 d id1 gcps are selected for each image, mid

for the whole of" Sriair :'ts has inw-lved the selection of about 1200 &cps.

The main object of this work is to create a n•uber of data sets. One of these is

a 'master nqr-locatict file', > a list of all gcps together with their National Grid

locations. Other data sets are created for- each image, containing a list of the

50-lIO gcps for that imag. with their cola and row ntbers in that image. These data

*ets are subsequently "sed to create a set of gop 'chips' at, Aescribed in section 3.1.

It may be nct!e tha- for Britain it is only necessary to process alternate

satellite tracks, as there is a fuill 50 overlap oa adjacent images. Consequently all

of Britain can be extaine- i.n about IS images.

-n that the -hole of britain has had gcps selected. the process described as the

main subject at this Reor: alt .: a-. e-ter images to nave thtir scýas located t

entirely a-uat'-ca:iclv. Thus the ;av. hundred iMainz with us.nt lc port ions of Britain

can be processed rapidly and almos automatically as required.

2.2 Grount control point lcaki-c tn maps

Originally, g-op iocatio:, was done by Ui'liamn a- follows. Gc-ps were visually

identified or image an map, for examplt road intersections, recognisable ctarves of

rivers, shapes cf ltakes. For each such ceature the nearest impag colamn and ra were

recarded, together with National Grid eas,•ing and northing. Subsequent re-exmiuatio'n of

these gcpl has showu that the loatr.ons wete not always as accurate as night be wished,

for exmple since a relative rotation of abcut fifteen degrees ex-sts betwea image and

map, the exact location on the curve of a river could be appreciably in error. Mgain. a

road intersection could be mistaken for an adjacent one.

Following expierience with correlation of patches of images, the present author

suggested that saalt patches of images be prepared, to the ans scale as the saps, and

on a craasparent base, so that each patch could be laid over the map and ued about

until the best fit was obtained. Furthar, since the angle between image a" aW is

knomn to at least a accuracy of oae degree, (section 7.2) the transparency could include

"a line to indicate the relevant east-west direction of the W. This line could then be

held parallel to the map east-vest direction anod the fit of image to mp would then

Aha-- --.



invC-olVv Only tran~slation in I~v d1izttctions. wt-hcýjt fAiofinally. to aid in the

determinaticn or the centre or th%: cvntre pixwi or the: p.:-b. a snail ircle could be,

iococperated !uti7%X the preparation ot the tran:sparencýy. thwir Aids', together with

others determined, i-i thic light or ciperiecaz ,.hAve ucnab~rd ecps tc be l&.ated, extremely

a~curately. so much &,- rta:3 ;efizicncies within the hxA.ltba been qexpo)seC.

These eii-isr~ellate t-o tOw secvral Corns ,kf system carre~t~oni avpliex ddcrinj rhoe

preparation of the C4M'uter cQWPA'aible tarpts, an.d art diescribed, in Ret kt. LAdlitier-Ally,

the occasional absence of scan. lines from an. izugt can b cectl For gre#atest

ac~curacýy it may be lmecessarv to start with 'rwi' icagerv

2.3 -the traasformation matrix

When a sufficient tt.Lwer of g&,pi e be-on ly-_-rd_ oji hct imagc an-' &a;, th~e

information may be use,! to caiccilatw a tr sft:cn ca:tzin', wtl~h enables all imageI

locationis to be zu.tnverted to map retersnce*, or vkt verrýa. nhi-s hAs bear. diescribed by9

Williams anbd by Shlie&'. Various rype~r -f mat~rix -..w be: maie, azccording to the -umer

and accuracy ofT go-ps n-ailabi-e, Zand the a.ýcisacy of the. r.ajcirec rpsoaijn

first-order %atrix atllows r-w isage to, bertat: rra.-s-.ate: &. s-warrea cnib. wrereas

a higher-order m~atrix enables ucre olcrdtrt:rx1c to b-ý r-erfcrasd, such as

correctzion tar non-linearit'- c! the satellite scan ch-ni PracatE Cxerience

indicates that.- first-order c.Czrir. gin~s usetir. results tt..n NpplieNi tz syste7

correte! data, btz rtha' an. apprec:iable iwpro'-vetwn: ca- b-e wban it!, a hightr-order

matrix. Since -he Alatter wouldý also & caabl of haa±li..-. tht sca.n Ilie nonl-linearity

present in wc-s'vsterczorrecte.- (--r 'raw') CaLL, it see-as likely z~tthis would fore
the. optimum sysre= frio hig~wt..vcy thrasZr tflt "-ie t: :.. d~ata Vill Ire
touchedI on lAter in this Rep,7rt.

2. Sut~ering system for gr-a-n4 zontrc'. potnts

The wts.-jC of Britain kasi dctinxcd in swction I.i) is azrp;,rI b). .winsgt others,

204 sheets of thw Ordnance Sarcey I :SXSJ) Sc~ozŽn2 Sezi~s. EaJh gcpq t-as bean, givwa a

code rn~ier coasisting A: two integers the first being the nute~r of the CS mAp on

which it occurs aid the second4 An arbitrare serilal number ca th~at ma;. Sometrimes. u

to overlap ef map sheets, a gcp :-ccurs on =ire than cevw sheet, and in such cases it is

customary to use the Lover or lowest ot the shwct um=bers. Failure to observe this ruile

carries no adverse consequences in rth c-perarti'n a: the voamptcr program but may cause

inconvwenience when referring to s~aps. Provision is made for seri-al rz& ers from I to 9

inclusive. althiough the average nomber is less titan six. This numberinag systa- is

described here %ainly so that the detailde operazion ort thr cowputer program may a~re

easily be understood.

3 EEWCATIOti OF A GWLXD CXCNRQIL POIN

The operations describ~ed in section 2, the: establistmnr. of a first set of &cqs.

have been pertformed manualty, Arid the r-csults, hc&-e been entered into data fil'ts ready

7 0for use by a computer. The dieternmiation elf g~p locationxs in subseqtent images can be

don almost coqpletely aatoeatiCally with Ete aid Of the cot~nter program Q1I.FID, wkitc

is; the main stbjecr of this Report. This progras mtes use of a method of relocating



in.jviiU.u1 S-p. this beini, done by Ott s~brosotir.. UXICCPF klocali-t gzp). which is

des.:ritrJ in t- dAil in se zt 'n '. Erk t falJmit sec:tikrns dtscr-"be thv all gzps in ar.

image ar.e iocate~.ý

3.2 CrýUnd c.Yntr,ýl pinat'cpu

The tasýk or t~~IS the ioAt icfl o1 a g.: iiAn itAv is essentially1 one Of

MAt te rn re.:oj=i -ixin. Any 4.:.' is by d'etiair.tac'. [tNe des,ýrioticr oi *on*. ttrrestrial

fzteatr~e cf fl.C-zertO site. For ex.aomt. th* dci ir~itico "ttw inte~rsectioz of the Mt. &aa

X5 a~tcrvr;.a whilst -. reters, as a loaLx, t the paint where the Centre lines of

tho-sv t oa-' istrrct -. e r. tatz only Las mwanirt~ with- referer-ce to the existýence cf the

roads ttwnselv-es for s-ma anýor: Zis:-L:C- iL. w.' to:- either side of, tOw irtersec!tion.

The .Actt-a.cc:.- CZ a 0; ttSj tbe~.3, tei* ie by t.d sOrspýi.2 P-r--
poin- in itsi ,.rrtn.1L otx.. Tnt g~p can only, bet loca.v-4 by icbca: jn; a surroun..!ing

area.

Fer Lthe ý*rt lcatir-a the patLtern recognitior. problem .:s that of reiatirg a

pjrtýýor z' w, iJi~ with a pr-r.zrn -.4 a mipr. In- thew czas of laxiisa- w-cS-S the ihasge is

in th. forn- a raLsztr -oF r,,ctaagular pixels. wlbi~st- the maps used tOS ':50a'OQ) consist

*Yt licies aM oŽ~ 74 't~ n. p.Vez *.. in Itadg~a or.f is p3ssi1bke,

to cevise varict.* s ahais-; at; reKa-ingi iaagt .ut±; sip, and it swtened that the inbod-C

qiescribed± ir. scý-ian 2, ga. prcbab~'1 the bitt cutima-i-ý-of` a:cc..racyý with speti for thw

cac rhý-swsr c s,, Kps rturtA* Loted, this Wtrh,d, USeZ 41 tomput. r for the

scmsl~eythat a w:met.k~ tbc4 ct tolating ina;;e ., map vO; need considerably

Fir t~iw prlblem of r.E!ocatinj gps the situation is grtat.1y eased, -as it reduces to

the =a--:hinto' c. tnaie witlh another image. that is. botrh elements are .:r

¼the sa tornfl, vtticih is already a digiý.at one.

t In r;a,.iiness rotr thv ta.ithiab. process, sall *cbips' of the ,rigin~al image are

prepared. These chips arc sub sge~s. cop&e- tfrcn the original image. can coa.sist of

19 ryws of~ 14 c',-r-S -ot vix-o! v~tues, centre4 or. the g.:p nmir~al c,,.-.:= and row

ioc~tioc.. A 'library' of gcp chipsi has been prepared and these -art a,;ailable for use by

the prz-gran GLT.FtN)D. FacEh chip forms its ow- small computer data3 file 4ad the file

nasi is based On the gcp amber, described in section 2..Thus g:p oumber 1;21. has a

corresp-oaling chip with tile name 01721.3 in a specified 'user area' of the diisc data

staraý-e. Chips were prepareI4 in batches, cne batch per image, using the purpose-written

progrn Ifl.CMI!P IX.

The prc-blea cf rwltccating gzps is madle nic-h easier than the general pattern

iecugnitior pmt.aleu when it. is noted bat (a) ithe satel.lite height, varies very little,

hence the size of a gc-p is salmst identical ia every image, and tb) the direction of the

satellite path (La its Angle to the local meridian) varies very little,hence the gcpc

is always orientated at about the saa azglce. Thus the pattern recaga Lion priod..

becomes the manageable or, of comparing andl relating images of almost identical size and

orientation. It is true that the obtect being image4 may change, front one satellite
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pass to anzother, 4j a .ielg~ may be ;tough-d on one occas~i-_. ard have growing crops on

another, and such changes, discussed later, can make the relkCatian problem more

difficult, if nrt impssible in, for xample. Ae cast of i st1-o-cwverel rcvnen, or of

course a clo',d-covered gcp.

In practice, it has been found that gcp relocati,- can usually be satisfactorily

perfornwe by p, lit-n. matching a '.hip* fro* one image. vith another image, as des-ribed

be1 w.

3.2 Tlattern m~atching

The method of estEablishini, t•t correspmn&iaec of chip and nke image location is by

means of the correlation coefficie,-t, X , calcuatv. betwwen. thO :9 by 1t (- 361) pixels

of the Clip, andt a 19 by 19 pixel sectio,; of tn1 net i".Sge. The zorr.l~aticn ccefficient

is calculated for any image lo•... on by the convat.l' ... na l ztho,':

where x ith Itixel value of the chip

Y . ith co-respondin$ value for the image

M average af all 161 chip pixel values

V& average of all 361 i*Age values

Sand tre su Lacions are coniucted for i - I to 361

Expression (1) y be rearringc, in the fer'2

S22 "
* , - Ix - ( X)i I ( i)2 ))

where . - 36! , ;1;' total n ýItr -i •i or V. values, and the summatio is as

before.

ExpressimCZ () it more convenient twan (lI, for computrr evaluation because it

does not involv& the pt.--calcutatioll of the average va'ues x and y . In subroutine

IJOLXF the calculation i; seen in the form

cc - R .1(30, f3 (3)

I "-

*1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

- 1 -

-L 1
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$an-ýc R: only con.4a*n X_ val~*es, it n~ay bt, calcu!ated_ once only, for the

part icuar chip, a4 w. then be * jfl for allt urrhaer corr.'ýIation calcvlar ions to

that chip, whtereas th-e treis R' an-' RI mus: bt eact~. fc~r each position of tike

chip in rv.at icn to the new iiage.

l' either t.lw :.maje or the chip. or both, should be uniifcra avye their 14 by 19

extent, the'.i th-e calzni~ia~on ct R1 produces the valu zerz. In thA cisc or a wiraitor

chip, ttre*a RZ' is also zerj. actd tor a txnafors* i=age patch, R3 is zoro,. Irn either case

the CC cJl.uAltLioi is Lr_.eter-atnate, being the result of zero divided by zero. Ar

attcemt to divilt' t-r zero using tatC~u~ inav-'es a system erroýr messagv * with

cessation o! pzoiraz ope-rati_-n, s-, this c:onditio-c mist be recoagaised And avoidtd'a. This

is done by chsCsinIg that 4 s zero in.! it is rwecessAry to use 4oz.btc precision z,,

ensuare that an kxnc: zero Lis obt~aind S..ch cas~es are cýetected b'- LOCGCZ, and CC is

set tO zero. In h'ra :: Le a uit rm chip- if nevtr czeatti An. none exists in the datp9

library, . t ei~ri rola-'ns, or izagts have been, ftsand - these lceoccurred in case&

of~ scan-li tne :tianisu tai lurc when par-a the data Las been, 1,os: =! the system-

co-rrrcteoaa has ha,! a constant va...e .n7sertec artst'eaz.

rw cal,%Llazion or 52' ar_ Ki teq..ires a si=iic=t a C -r o cowputer etffort,

as kaTr. su~.atLOu iav.Žlves it. va.:-is, donf which is tOw res.A;t ce' a umlti-picatioan -AT

twvo i-mbrs. F.ýr-_ber, rwt xrsLŽ c CC has to, bet perforw_ manyv rimes for each

tcp tsee betcv'. Ir ra-E, ttct largcst s-.agte ar-ivperfornwd by the pro)gran CCI\FIND
e'cl~ti.gCC. Arv mnes: .1t reciciag this work woo~d thoerefore te welcome. Rarw-i

an~Siwerr iscuss a class tt agopritho for iast digital imAgec regisrration. It

seei,%s lii zr hi: th&_- -iewmý ks is,;tabLe2 ror cawes bWte.ý za ý

have arcmaU:siziI ar brigat-aitss. :'.crrsnig !PiXels havýcl sm~ile.r Value. I r.

the casl: Of Lanu~sa: iwagery the jL' va>.'ýes UAV varyT casdral roft image to ifl.4 r

.Ctgu th;eirlp:tr e.sras thec sane, an- th-e fas: registratiec methoad does nzt

appear uc beý app~icab>!. it is -o; ia-erest to no)te zthat Orti :- -:- 8 h-er to use the

cross-cor.-eia~tor. Coet aten ý:.Ž d.'Line± by- expression- 0) for mairchi!g purp-?ses.

The namrical Vao._e of a ccýrrt:atLan co'e~iciez indiczates tLW aniunt of

correlation between t~he two2 ittns being coaWare-1. CC valu-jes range rIn= -!1. indicaiting

perfrect corre'ation, or iei-Cpatterns, to -1, ozccurrinrg if one patter-a is the

negataVe' Of thc other. CC values near t.-l zero impy little correlation. Experience

of CC values found with Land at 45$ inagery is menaioned! in- section -. 5.

3.3 'The correlation co~efficient surface

For the purpo1ses of this and succeed'ing se~ctions, it is useful to consider the

concept of a 'surract" at CC valucs. For any g;iven gc:p chip, it is P~ssible to

calculate CC centred c-n all colu-n and row loca-ioans ot cthe image. The values can be

displayed in three-dimensio-nal torm, with the v-o Iriorizornal axes being the colus and
C

row directions of the inage and vertical, direction bting the value of CC. This will be

referred to here as a CC surface,

in practice it is found, as might int~uitively be expCeced, chat this surface has

the shape of an irregular bill StAr in., out from a surrounding plain having mean value
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-0.Z5 to '0.25.. The peak of the hill correspords with the position of mexisma CC.,a

this is the best relocation place for that chip an that image.

In practice. the CC surface may sbzw a number of other peaks, these being due to

other ground features having a similar general appearance. For examle. a Sep centred

on a small bodIy of water such as a reservoir, will correlate with other such bodies of

water of approximately similar thape mad size. It is possible therefore. to obtain

apparently good relocations shich are in fact incorr~ect.

3.4 Relocating a ground control point

In operation, the exact locatiov of a chip in the new image is mot of coarse kano

(otherwise there would be no need to find it), hut. as will be shown in section 5, the

approximate location will always be known, tugether with a~s measure of the probable

vaxioism distance wvay fr';ma the actual location,, say K pixels. These values -

approximate colum and raw numer, and larlast expected distance from the actual

locatiora - are passed to subroutine IOOQOP ^s parameters and used by it in its search.

LOCCC is described in detaii in section 7. It operates by starting at the supiplied

approximat, location and conducting in outward rectilinear spiral search from there.

the movemnts - upward, rightward, downward, lef tward and so on - are due to the

rectangular grid nature of the data. WO;QC stops the search either when it has posi-

tively located the gcp. (as explained beo), --- when it has comuleted the specified

nubro 'turpis' of the spiral.

Thie to the 'etbod of Operý:t4.on at 7'he a-in programa it is azceptable to haew ma

occasional mislocat ion. Experience with many ho. 'reds of %c;s in wr-ious images of

Britain ihows that the following algorithm gives an acceptably high proportion (Sre thin
WI) of correctly located gcps at the f irst attempt.

As the spiral search proceeds from its start, a correlation coefficient iz

c alculata~d for each position. The value of the largest CC is stored (in fact the 10

largmst values are stored~ ia descending order, for later printout) an each time a higher

CC v~'lue is calculated. the previous highest value is replaced. If at say time the

azmmCC is greater than 0.5 and two complete rings of the spiral have been performe

without a higher CC value being found, then the subroutine is %rought to a halt, as

* consideration of the CC surface shows that it is likely that the correct location ba

* been found, and is -o being passed. In the absence of such a positive relocation.
LOOGC1? continues until all 9 rings hawe been searched. tthnetrshek st CC

value found, pravided that it is greater than 0.3, together with its position. If so CC

higher than 0.3 is met. an indication is provided that no relocation point cm be f, and.

4 SUPERVISED RELAXATION OF GWVIW COKrM~ IOMISS

before the operation of the program Q1P.FIX is described in detail it is of

interest to consider the steps leading to its present design.

Work on the problem of gcp relocation started with ama informal feasibility study.

It soon becam apparent that a chip sizw of about 20 pixels square could be correlated

t
t_ -
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with an image in an Acceptably short compter time. ad that a spiral search was; able to

relocate &cps in a high proportion of cases. The operation was for into a comuater

prograa. called GCP.LOCATE. (met described in this Report) uduse operation was the

basis for the present subroutine UWCGC. though larking som of the features now possessed

by that subroutine.

This relocating program wss them. applied to imge in a usier-superviaed smam.

The user started by nuin~g in estimate of the kocatiat of the f5.rst gcp within the m-

image, and tbeu ased the program to perform the exact relocation. Anoher nearby gcp was

then chosen. Referring to the original image, .ke secoad gcp was at. a know distanace. in

columns ad rows fromn the first gcp. These column and ro differences conul tha be

forie the telocainndteis gcp in that img.nLCX aten usedg to pierfom therexiacte loct- o

appie toe thelocaindfteis gcp in thatiue C. Aewa thae, se to gierfr t- ap exiactre-lct

location. This operation axssms that the mew image is to the mas Scal*,and isorientated

at the saw angle, as the f irs: inom ane assumption which, whilst so~lon exactly true.

is never far from the case. The differences of scale and orientation clearly introduce

less absolute arror for closely spaced gcps, hec~e the choice of mear awiglmbonrs.

When several gcps have been located, i-- by oe, with the aid of GC.WCA1!, a

transformation matrix was then calculated, using least-squares; fitting. Inspection of

the residuals - the distance of each gcp relocation point from the "best' fit given by
the least-squares calculation - showd ubether my gcps had been badly mislocated,
(assuming that mamt were correct). Suck bad locations, if amiy were then rejected ad a -

L"w transformation matrix calculated. The resulting matriz allow" estimates to be mae
of the expected positions of ozher gcps, and these were then relocated, oeat a time,

using GCP.LOC&IE. After several more geps; bad bee located, another transformistion matrix

was calcula2:ed, this being rather more exact than the first one. an the process repeatedA
until all Scps within the new image had benexamined.A

At the end of these oper-t ions, mot of the g--pa bad been correctly relocated, but

a few had not been. Using the last-,calculated transformiation matrix, the expected A1
positions of these few were recalculated one by one and nwsearches make for each. This

sometmxm resulted in satisfactory relocations being achieved, due to the better matrix,

tOrs adding to the list of gcp locations.

A first-orier matrix is adequate for determining the approxismate location of a Ae

and an existing. program N&TUII was used.

Wihen several images had been processed by the method just described, it becom

apparent that the user %.as employing a 'bm algorithm' md that with experience the

'decisions' involved were seen to be of a nature amenable to comptation. it was there-

fore decided to comine the sequence of operations, as far as possible, into one all-4

emracing pi ograst. Eserience sbowed that not only wasn this possible but that it worked

well for most images enamaimd. With further experiece ref ismuts mer" added "ntil

* the present programs WJIIDM bad besia evolved.]

LI
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5 hlflaflC 2LOC&TI4N OF GROLM OWITL POINTS BY PME)RM CC.FI

Following the work described in section 4. the progrm WC.FIU was evolved. Whe

this program is run, it asks the user a few questions. Owe these hae beem rd

the progra then conuct& its search, tviomatically relocating the imajority of Scps an

providing a list of their locations. This progra will now be described in som detailp

the subroutines being described in section 7.

5.1 User-ssppiied information

The information requested from the user includes:

* in som circumtances, som details about this image,
* the ideatitý fd the chosem first gcp,
* som indicatiam of the location of that gcp in the am imag.

Thie first three of these four item are of an unedading !mature ad -;Jeed the2

secon item is smu longer requested in the majority of cases. Only the fo1WrrA item

requires sown efftort from the user. ad the possibility of performing that astointically

is discussed in section 5.7. Apart from item 4, the operation of the progrm CAR he
considered to be entirely automatic.

The secon item listed above conerns details about the image namd in the first

item.. This image (which may in fact be a sub isma of anentire Landsat VSS imm) bas
associated with it certain informtion, such the the Ladsat track ad f. memer, the

data of the Lands-at pass. adso forth. Mbe this work started, theae details were not[

provided with the image. ad had to be supplied by the user at the terminal bimytoard.

Itwa therefore decided to attach a 'tail' to the end of each image file. cotaining
soch information about the image. This tail is nwatmartically provided imbeever a

imaige is constructed on disc storage from the comuter-comatible magnetic tape, by the

progra MFlUflAS - If a =&bimage is fomd from an entire image. using the progra

MUSUO the current vexesion of that progra ensures that a suitabli tail is attached

to the subinage. providing is addition to the details mentioned above. the correct top

1sf t-hmnd cormer colum ad raw mebrs referred to the entire image. Sinam imnages; are

mol, usually retaine for long periods of time on disc, in practice mat imoles am hset

tails, so the second item is seldom requested.

The choice at the first gep to be located is at the user's discretioa am skmald

ipr.eferably be one which stans out clearly fro its surromoiWg. it is also preferable

to choose * gcp well awy f raw the edges of the image anl as far as possible aswronde

by other gcps. so that there arema close ones, since this reduce the sacngtime.

In practice it is belpful to choose a second 'initial gcp' at the sam time as the first

am is chosm., so that if the prime one cano be correctly located a secod m is

immediately available.

If only cloud-free iam~s were to be emmned. oem "e could be selected an the

.a 'stadard' first Scp for each tracklframe in the Loadsat system. Umrvr this progri
*~may successfull1y he used on images which have considerable cloud cower. provided that a

proportion of the gcps are visible. ad in sack -zaies moer discretion in the choice of V-.

is needed.
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The user is asked for s indication - the position of the first gcP, as the

search is only conducted for 40 'rings', ic up to 40 rizels in all directions. The

position may be provided in one of two modes, either as approximate colin sad ron

numbers in the new imse or from asurements taua from a picture of the Lmdsat scme.

the four dimensions required being:

x = borizontal distance of Scp frwo left bad side of picture.

X - horizontal width of picture,

y - vertical distance of gcp from top of ricture.

T - vertical height of picture.

Any unit of distance may be used, provided that the saw unit is osed for all foor
10 -

-asuremts. In the case of a standard IM Linoscmu print, X and T m each a

little more than 180 s-. Provided that all of the four measuremes are acon-iate to the

nearest a (-s their error does not exceed 0.5 mem) then the error in the implied 1w Jiom

on the image should not exceed 18 colua" or 13 rows, which is well within the search

spiral of 40 rings.

5.2 Estimation of initial transfomratiom matrix

When program GCP.LOCA1 as used amnually, the scale and orientation of the m

image were obtained, by implication, by assuming them to be the sme a for the original

image. In the present program. the scale ad orientation are calculated from knoledge

of the Lumwsat system and the track and frame number. Thus. an isital ransformatiom

natrix cam be calculated, to determine the expected positions of the second and subseqvent

gp•I-., once the first gcp has been located. It is recolgised tast this matrix is ouly an

approximation, bat it is satisfactory if it is good emmqo to eamble several me•s" gCps

to be located.

To calculate the initial matrix, the folloning operations am dom. The pimel sine

is assmed to be 57 by 79 mntres, these being typi'al values. The orietation of the J
image with respect to the map coordinatm system (71EW is calculated for that i=W trmk

amd frae nuer. by subroutine I&GUE, discribed in section 7. The rotation of both

x and y direction are taken to be of value TTA, which implies that zte i•ma

is not sheared. The angle of shear depends on the yaw angle of the satellite, ie amy

deviation of the scan direction from perpendicularity with the direction of satellite

travel, combined with earth rotation effects, and it has proved satisfactory to assIe

zero shear. Using these assumptions, four of the six matrix values can be calculated and

placed into arrays SI and 52. Tese four values determine the scale and orientation of

the image in relation to the = coordinate system. The final two mataix valmes dete•i~e

the relative displac t and are provided by the operation described in section 5.3.

5.3 Relocation of first ground control point

As the user-suplied information is provided, several starting operations ae

performed by the program, as follows.

Owe the Milem for the n image has been supplied, that file is opened.

Failure to open correctly, Ai a our-existent filenam bas be supplied. invkes a revert

-- - ' - - -- - - - .



"equest for a name. Once opened, the file is examined to set whther it boo a tail. -ff

it has, relevant data is extracted from it. U~ not the information is requested fran the

usear - Leadsat track and fr number ad pass date.

After the required first chip identity has been supplied, in the form ofamgd

serial numbers. subroutine CHMM is called, to coastruct the filean for the gep chip.

an invalid chip identity is recogaiisd by CMM., and a repeat request is made intill as

satisfactory identity is provided. The master mop location file is than searche& for

this chip identity and, if found, the rrIevarrut ip easting and northing are stored an

the chip file opened. Failure to locate the -sip ip. the moster smip file cesm * request

for another chip identity.

An atteapt is thea mde to rtelcate the first gcp chip specified. If the approni-

mate location has been provided in the form of [our picture dimmsians. (section 5-1) the*

the program calculates the approximate column and rown umbers. This calculationm s

that thme pictorial representation of the image is ima the for,. normally available is

Space Departmnt. RAE, , - a "quick lI*&*' or better a Linoscan. print. irz- which cames the

whole =E image is used,± resualting in a slightly skewd parallelogram. The amount of

skew is approximately one pixel in twenty for most images of Britain, with systes

corrected datA. If the imtage is not systen corrected, or it the image is at a different

earth latitude. then the amwuat of skew will probably differ. In such cases the

calculation of the column numer would need modification.

As an alternative to providing the four picture dimnsions. the user mawy supply an

qappro- imate locatiou A* CfLi. and -.-- values. -P no conversion' is needed.

Subroutine WDC(C is then called, to request a search f rom the location provided,

for up to 40 rings. an ai'.indicator being set zo 7.0 for a aearest-istager search.

If this first gep is iuot found by WODCC. indicated by the parameter BFLT 1-zurmed

less tiaan zero., message is displayed at the user terminal, n the program returns to

an earlier stage, to request another gep and location. 'The user may, if be so wishes

supply the sav gep buiz with a different starting location, if this see desirable.

Occe the first Scp has bee relocated, it.s column and rawnmbers cam be ued,

together witL its sip casting and northing. to calculate the final two values of the

initial first-order trastformation matrix, stored in arrays 91 and 32.

5.4 Relocation of other groomd control points

Af ter the f irst gcp has been successfully located and the isitial transformtion

matrix prepared. the relocation of other &cps can comces. Since the transformation

matrix is known to be only am approximation, the accuracy of predictios of the position

of other gCps w-ill be,0M progreSsi~vely Voorse as the distance of the geP fran the first

one increases. Tw next operationu therefore, is a scan through the mmaster SO location

file to list al1 kC~ps Which sea likely. an the basis of the initial matrix, to he inside

or near to the ismage tor subimag,.) in use. This 'batch' of gcps is tabulated in a mat of

arrays, which bold the m=W and serial numbers. castings mad morthings mad distance fram
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the first gep. other table values being set to zero for later use. Uhba this operation

is complete, the user is informed of th!e number of &cps in the hatch. typically OD to 100..

Each gcp in the batch is then eximmimeo, is ascending order of distance, in a

s~imilar summer to the first one. MA, f ilename is cimatructed by stahrmatine ChIEVM the

approximate location is calculated, MM using the Oasting se morthing together with the

initial transformation matrix, the chip file is opened ad WCCO' is called to relocate

it. Since the estimated position of each gcp should nwbe I such more accurately

than the first gop, a much smaller spiral search is sufficient, the emimer oi ring

specified being dependent upou t1m distance of the Sep from the initial one. In practice

this is found to he suitable, pyomrided chat the first Sop has bee corroctly located:

if it has not, then there is little likelihood of any others being correctly U, ad. When.

as usually occurs, the gcp has been successfully rglocated, IDC= provides details of

the position and correlation .oof f iciont. CC, and the main program intocam the user that

the chip has been found. It may be noted in passing that a considerable amunt of

information on the progress of the program is provided at the user's terminal: this may

be ignored, or a general va'tch kept on the progress, or the details ca he sawed on a

logging file for subsequent- detailed inspection. A later version of GC.D omts much

of this detail.* mad condenses the reainder.

After 10 gcps have 'been relocated, with 4X of 0.6 or nore, the subroutine WI151

is called. This subroutf~ae calculates a new first-order transfoneasuon matrix, based on

the actual positions of the 10 gcps and this should represent an imaprovement upon the

initial treasofruiation matrix, which was not Uased on actual gcps. Folloing this

calculat ion. subsequent; LOOCiPi calls oniv a- for '12 riuqis to be searched, astlh better -

transformation matrix nwavailable increases the accuracy of the estimated positions.

All the remaining gcps in the batch are exained. with a I 2-ring search, calculating

a fresh transformation matrix after every ten more have beem relocated. Ubm all in the'

batch have been examined, another trasfoimation matrix is calculated. The subroputineI

4I&TSU is described in section 7.3, but it may be mmtiond here that a limit to the
accepted residual size many he W- - a paramter to this subiroutine, ad thus the

occa-sional uislocated gop is not aillowd to falsify the treanformation mastrix.

5.5 Rechecking of doubtful locations

To comlete the initial relocation process, poorly located gcps mre rechecked. The

subroutine KU.SM, apart from calculating a tramaxformat ion marrix, assigas to each Wp In
Verror' %*ich is the resi~aal resulting from Lhat calculation. Usually soon of the gop.;

have residuals which are rather larger thw might be expected, this limt beinsg

arbitrarily specified as 3 pixels. Such gops are therefore rechecked, by a repeat of

the relocation process. It is sometimes foun that a Sep cnbe relocated at a position

more consistent with the others, usually because the previons search for that "o started

too far awky to find it, or perhaps because a lnwer peak ist the CC suf ac had been mat

previously. The amb*er of such better relocations is usually smal, perhaps two per

image. dependlent on the quality of that image. As im with beze is ammt the met

troublesome* leading to awy nis locat ions vhich haOe apparently acceptably high CC walv~e.
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5.6 Completion of the program

The final stage* of the gcp relocation process is to perform a search to the

nearest 0.1 pixel (secztion 7.1.3). To d0 this. eac%' relocated "e is considered. If

its residual is greater than 7 piuets, it is coasidered unsumitable anW igored. Other-

wi" the existing relocation position is used, and WACAF is called. this time with a

limit of~ ten rings, since rthe position is nom knoun quite accurately. The action

indicator for LOCQ7F is set to 1.0, to indicate that the search is to 0.1 piml, Um fact

LOCGCP perform two spiral searches in this case, first a (mminmn of) six ring search

for the integer location. follove by a fractional search of up to ten rings. O~esionally

the locatieA is modified during the integer search, and this is usually for the better as

judged by the re-sufting residual.

Finally the progra outputs iL* t*SUICS in a 'permannt' form. ie other than the

transient ou~tput to the terminmal. The final relocation positions. to the namesi.

0.1 pixel, are output in a 'SID list'. ~n position for each ma identity. Adfitionally,

a final tranformatice matrix is eciVzulated and output as a f il., but this is not often

used as such. and has been OmiL ted from subsequent versions of the program, in practice,

wsers tend to prefer to acept the SID list and calculate a transformation matrix of

oither first or higbet order unider their em control using a progrin GCWIT (not described

here).

The progra ends by closing all files;. The user is then asked whether be wishes toI use the program again.

5.7 Possible future develomnts

This section mentions possible future developsents of thke program GMFM Since

saw of thiese developmnts dY not appear to be promising from an overall cost-

effectiveness viewpoint. and' use in other regions is no i at present required, no work

is at present taking plaze. Som of these ideas nighmt be useful bwmiver. if the scope

of the work were to be extended, to cover substantial lanad areas outside Britain.

particularly places havring little cloud cover.

5.7.1 Aujtoatic relocation of the initial Mrowed con~trol poiat

Each Landsat image has its centre at a defined nominal location an the earth's

surfaze, as described in section 7.2.I(ii). For reasons described in Ref 2 in practice

the centre of an image can be sme distance from the nominal position, by up to about

]Okm. It would be possible to relocate the initial Sep by allowing it to perform a

spiral search sufficiently large to cover 30 km in all directions from the expected

position. This would require about 360 rings in the along-track direction mad 48 i

the cr0 -t rack direction. A search as wide as 4W rings is open to tuo objections, thme

more obvious one being the tim required: this might be as long as 8 bmars for the

entire search, altbough often the gcp wotild be found before all of the rings had bees

- examied. The other objection is based ou relocation experience, which indicates that

a number of possible relocations arp' likely to be f cued in such an extensive search. sm

it would often be difficult to determine by machine which is the ' correct' ame - peAk CC

value alona not nezessarily being sufficient.
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A possiblic method would be to coodazt preliminary searches at a different 'scale'.

For exampe, an area 190 by J50 pixels in size could be reduced to a 19 by 19 chip by.

for exampe. averaging subsets of 10 by 10 piinls. or by selecting every tenth pimal of

awry tenth raw. Ybe resulting "superckip" could then be relocated by a spiral mearch,

comaring it with similarly treated portions of the image, ea.0% turn of the spiral beiag

ten pixel& in width. It would be necessary to select tdo euperchip so that it contained

a distinctive pattern appropriate to its sime. Once, this preliaivnrry v.-olocatiou had

been mode. a normal1 relocation, process could than be asmlmcted to oi-tain the required

accaracy. If necessary. a three or four stage operatiou coei'A he conducted. using

several types of s-jercb~ip, with reduction factors of say 7 2i 5, t' at it seem

likely that cue size only wold suffice.

The system would tierefore involve the use of oesuperchip. or possibly a series

of two or three, for each Landsat scene. This system wou~mld semaz wall suited to regioi*

of thm world which kavs little cloud or hamo. ~in Britain there is considerable cloud

cover. and apart. from comletely oumsable scenes. ther'eare smy where a useful mount

of land is. visible.* but often not (say) the :antre. It would therefore be necessary to

have a nanber of siqerchips foir each scene, and the user could select the most primising

one.* Even so.* the larger sv~er chips may no: he relocatable.*we the conventional sinzed

ones cam still be reuiocaled in the spaces betwen clouds.

So experience has yet been gained witlý tbe use of superchips. It does seen possible

however, that there maybhe difficulties in selecting suitably distinctive areas in sone
inland parts of Britain and in other countries. though the extensively convoluted coast-
line oi iritaiu should provi1m asay siiita-ll -. hjS.

in summary therefore, this mtbod should be suitable for some. but not necessarily

all.* parts of Britain and ozber constries.

5.7.2 Use of ra data for first. and relocation

All imagery usei for this work has been in the systain-corrected form , which is

komm to include several types of alteration. For ismags" of Britain the alteratioms

includir both a 4isplacenent of lines by use pixel at intervals of about 20 scana lines

(the exact numer varies). and the insertion of extra pixels at intervals which may be

as clame as oeper 29 pixels in the cotra of each scan line. Thua wt chips, being

19 by 19 pixels in size, vial include at least one of thase types of alteraties. These

alterations are valuable for providing amoverall rectification of the image, but are

made at the expense of local discontinuities. it ov*em probable that both the initial

location of &cps an msaps an Aso the subsequent autoamtic relocation could be dr

vith a higher level of correlation if such discontinumities did not exist.

There is nam a considerable investment of effort in the amisting set of chips

extracted from systamr-corrected images, together with their colonm n raw details. so

it is mat economic to change am to the use of raw data. Nowver, if a nwsystemo were

being set up. eith~er for other regions of the world or for a different type of sooer,4

other rhan Landsat WSS, serious consideration sboud be given to the se of data contain-

ing as little rectification as possible. Since the nature of a gcp systemn is to allow
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slightly nore complicated transformation over bi&L aue has COWlet* conzol, rather tha

transforminig material which han already suffered one pr M.-*" of rectification.

Recent information indicates that soer system correction is mow being don by s

resamping technique.* rather than by adding pixels. The aboore inatiod objectiom Woud

be less valid in this case.

5.7.3 Moiallimpt of satellite behaviour

A comlete rectification systan woud take eccoint of Lhe eimwral. Seemmm~z

considerations normally used for rectification, and woul also tube accut of the

inmoeets of the satellite. in particular its pitch. roll and yaw. Ob1ie haxsbm

that it is !wsssible to deduce evidence about the satellite pitch. roll and ya froin Oth

details of -n image if suff icient gcps are selected. Commrsely, a amire arcurste fit

of gcps to iwag abmald be obtainable if informotion were available about the satellite

moemnts. In fact this information is hvorn if -et to a kiSU level of accuracy. but

the inforattion is not transferred to Car (at least honasvilvilOe VOIS gsvtbwt at the

time of writing).

To obtain the highest accuracy possible. it muale- therefore uses desirable to am

raw (,e not system corrected) date, ad to have availabe an use all k~ainformation( on the satellite attitude -nd its chmages.

5.7.4 hAuteaitic decision of relocation quality

Whilst cbserving operation ý.the progri GCP.Fi, the user finds humself m.iimg

A;it the Ta2.t of each6 rzelaati:ea paesition. These Juiminwits bare d a

such factors asthe value of ta correlation coetficiemt CC ad hoe close relocation

is to the expected place. For exmile, a CC value of 0.9 within ams or two pinels of

its expected location appears wgod e reas a similarly ki~k CC value of say 10 pixels

,awa f ram its expected place excites some doubt. Nowmally it is better u, susend

judgement uatil the wbole image has been processed, at obich stage the poorer locations

are rachecked.

The author considers that it is better to restrict the operation of the program

GCC.F-rI3 to actually finding the locations, adleave the judgemnt of their quality to

a separate program, (such as GCFIT) applied to tbam. The only occasion during progra

oper~at ion whten a judgement is neded is dtaring the early stages wk.= a rather hi~ar

value of CC (0.6) is insisted upon, to reduce the possibility of incorrect location

Updettng the first matrix recalculation.

5.7.5 Regions; of the world other than Britain

CCP.FIXD was designed originally for use with Laadsat imagas of Britain. For

example. the maps used are in the British National Grid. which is not applicable to

other parts of the world.

The program could he made such no.renperal in its application by using *am onre

videspread am system, such asUniversal Transverse 11rcator (UMN. Ibis wood chiefly
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involve alterations to the subroutine lhMU and. depending upon thk a" system 010",

might require additional data f ram the user, such as, for region& seaw OWe adg of a VIM

ema, wbich zone is to be used. The.ma reference water file of Scp would of camrse

how td. be prc-ided in the appropriate coordinate system.

A few other Amages would be necessitated and these bae" been mentioned durms3 the

corse of the prrop lascript~ion.

' OPEUAXIW UM PODGAK WC.FIUI

7his section provides detailed instruct ions on bwto operate the program GO.FAII.
Iit "asmoa mom failiarity with the hoat comuter systems (Prime 750) mu oome *qerience

of uasing comater protrasin is gneral.

6.I Initial coeditiong

Tbe progras make- use o*f (a) a Lanisat 15S image in the form of a Space Departmet

image-formst file, (b) a master ma location file and (c) a set of gCV chips, so all of
these mast he available bef ore operation ca commnce. Items (b) an (c) are moremlly

jresenz. in tbw user areas require4 by GCQ.FM.D but it is the user's responsibility to

provide item (a). Serushy a tiariss bond 7 ismW is used, because all of the chips bave
been prepared from band 7 inmages. Images in other bonds have been Lasted. but, amaue-wis-
ingly. band hs own less successful results tha band 7, mad baAs 5 sad 4hwrevI sabo pear results. Mormally a i~mVg is obtAinee in the form of a cowpvA.ez-atible
xm~wtic tap (CCI) co.-rjaining all four hands. so slection of ban 7 presents noproblem.
Image- ¶vAn t i~. soy be obtained ltrude a M~ bh'v ue -A the proterms lILFUMiS' 6 -i

which came a tail is provided for each file. For parmmses of comarison it may be
mwni loom4 that the typirat operating time to traaýfer on image ty msjý of M!L1PJS j
is Over~ ,a bour. since it involves tWo passes af a 2400 ft tawe. .L.Li figure assm
soil~ mae Ge Lhe Sys tem: Gpei .?,ii' asy he sl~.e in a malti-L-Uer amiromet.

Program (Lx2.i has becnu observed to relocate all &cps in a mew image in a typical
sol- -user elapsed t ine of about aon -quarter minute per gcp. ie 25 minuates for about

1W0 gy-s. The program has been designed so that all user interaction taks place at

the beginning, after which the process my be left emarttaed. it is recomned that

in~formatioa presentee, at the user terminal. much of which pws~e* rapidly, should be

1iCged, so thar it ca be inspected at leisure if need arises. It my he convenient
to run the progtas sm, a 'pmhastom' to free the terminal for otba use. but if this is

A-,e it iaa desirable to enunre first that the initial loications, up to the first matrix

recalculation, are satisfactorily achieved.

Fig I lists the first 4~5 lines of operation seen on the terminal during a typicalI

run. This figure will umbe considered lime by line.

WO0 AILM This user request opens a log file sand L~U which logs all of the

subsequent terminal output. Ubmthe ni boas been comletad the user abold k"y in

MW - to close the current lWg file.
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GC.FII This requests the Program to be no. noe progran 41ouce its asm an versim

date. The current date dod time We thut Output. togetheir WitEN times Which refer to

the processor ed input/output time usae".

DLIIB PSMVi Te initializing of the THUD system by use of surostime tINI ;aectice 7.5)

causes th~is messag to be output.

?WIlDE WTAIL Of TM SSW:

TTU' =ML't FILIE NAMt: A "samp' implies a vaique Looisat trackfr/madate. 7he"rWILY

shoulId be the nam of the image-format f i Is cotaining the han 7 image vibich, is to

hame relocations performe. If -n invalid or so*-ezistent fianstm is provided. a

further request will be sub. Whn tefile bas bem opened its 'text' is oupt

together with its size in columns rous U. the present case dou ism file has a

tail. otherwise the user would be asked to provide the track, from ad date.

IMIIT WMii CWMIL POIN: MCE I fte user responds with his selected initial p

Identity in the form of two integers: the amp muer and aerial sobe. If the Identity

is illegal or does not exist, the user will be imformd otherwise the chip file will te

opend. its 'text' written out an itts size provided - this should always be 19 by 19,

ashaere with the present sistin.

PW"VIE POSITICU OF GC' AM SIZE OF FPtCUU

DATA (MS, REAL) IN. x I y T. Os IF COL AM M- he user ay provide picture
dimensions as described in section 5.1 or, he bre, provide ma approximate Colso ad
row umber. In the latter case:

AMFRM1NTE C.C. P. LOCCATTOM UlEEMDK TO EDlWUM

COL: User provides approximate colimýnumber.

WN: User provides approximate rawnumber.

Anther version of the program repst* the Kum of the file for the output 'SID'I

list. For this version, a satndard temporary filenams is automatically provided by the

The program may then be left to cotinue proceeding is the mmsr described

elsewhere, until completion. Fig I show the spiral march for the first "c mod its

successful completion. Finally:

hATr= 12MAG? to which the user replies MES or 90 as he a qires.

6.3 Error conditions

As already mentioned, operation my not be crouhle-free. During the showe

description it was noted that invalid repli~s to quesionsi often pSo rise to error or

waraiug messags. Other possible causes of error messages are am described.

6.1A I lessags from the min program

The followuing messags cas be provided by the main program, The caues an

effects are explained-
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FAIED TO OM MPGa.NIS1ER The master ap location file we* mot successfully ope.,

In practice this should never happen. Causes could be (a) a system fault of som kind or

(b) the master file is not present - perhaps it has been deleted. Since the progra

cnot proceed vithout the information contained in this file, it stops. The user is

advised to consult the system managei.

THIS SWA? DOES MWr NAVE A "IM%" TAIL This m=ssag* viii occur if an image is used Which

has been in existence since before tails were invented. In thig case the user mat

a r sme questions - track, frim and date - the a rs to which are normally

provided by information in the tail.

THIS GC' mr I NAUGXF FILE Occurs if the user provides a Scp identity (map sad serial

nmbers) which does no,: exist. the uset+ must provide amother pair of values

cortespooding to an existiug gcp.

GCP PMSLE3I The prog,:*u makes same chwck on the size of each chip, wbae it is opened.

All chips are 19 by I'j pels. and should never faii this test. The message has never

occurred in practice. Ui it did occur, the chip in question wouaid be ixormd mad a new

"initial gcp' wvud be requesý".

THIS CCP CAK40T KE LCATED. TIT A3WQ•T- If the initial gep is not relocated by LOCI

within its 40-ring search, this message is %Atput. The user should select tber

initial gcp or provide another estimated location for the present one, zrpeatimg the

process if necessary until relocation is successfully achieved.

6.3.2 .!fsagess from subroutine LOCCP

t.4 1S jW MTT 2-15C FM ti-CGCP TI-i-t w-a..1 A-c-- if LOCU ere called Vith a Mmir M

of rings in excess of 41. Should any of the declared parameter values, MW etc. be

changed, the value 41 might be affected. This message is really an aid for the progron

writer, as it would expose certain program writing errors. Users should sever see

this messase.

DCSWUSAM IS MiT POSITIVE This message, too, is a survival from the proraim writing

stage, awd the message should nov never be seen by users. During the correlation

coefficiert calculation the square rooL of R4 - 12 z 3. (section 3.2) is caltulated.

34 must not be negative as othervise the system routine SQT will fail and RA msst

mat be zero. as otherwise the resulting CC would be infinite (the result of a

"divide by zero'- This message inform the user if either of thnse conditions should

occur.

6.3.3 Vlessawe from subroutine VAMP-F

MATSI3: CULT 9 SUITARLE (2f FOMAD Mh2S canot perform a meanigful calculation if

less than four gcps have been relocated, so the program is brought to a stop. Whis

occurrence is related to the nature of the image or the position of the initial gep

within it. For example. if for som reason the initial gcp has been mislocated, the

ubsequent gcps will probably be either mislocated also, or mot relocated at all. Tbas

"there will be insufficient apparently good gcps for HMTYSI. Again, if there are few

clear gtp on the image, due to the presence of clouds, only a small mamer my be

found in the batch of those within 50 kn of the first. I mset cases the user can
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deduce the mature of tbe problem from inspection of the lo$ filt of the program rum and

examination of a picture of the image.

6.3.. Plssaae from subroutine UN=

UPQ.E: PATE H 0 EU 8 OT Of RAM Subroutine LUCI checks the validity of the

Lmdaat path (track) and r• (frm) within the limits of the whole system, 1-251 and

I-119 respectively. Sioce IAW2X is designi4 for use in 'titain only, it mould perhaep

be mare apposite if these bounds were restricted to allow only British scenes to be dealt

with. This message sbould awver occur whet uming tn image iuhrjog a tail. as the track

aod frame nuers should aluays be va,•id. In the case of a tail-less image the user is

ask*d to supply these details and could provide invalid values, in which cam the messW

would be output and the program mumld stop.

6.3.5 Other wnssas S

Most other messages provide information on the operation of the program rather

than about errors. A complete run of GCp.FUI produces a lot file which may be mm*

hundreds of lines lon• and provides considerable detail concerning the progress of the

search. It is hoped that most of these messages are self exuplanatory. As mentiomed

above, later versions of the program provide less output information.

7 SU5UXTIMS ILSE BY PROGRAN GP. FlDW

7.1 Subroutine LOCGCE

The general metbod by which subroutine LOCO determines the location of a gep

chip in a new imge has bee- described. This subsection describes tat subroutine it"ulf

in some detail. !-i
Subroutine LOOGCP has four perameters: the colwa and row uumbers at wbicb the

searcL is to start, the number of rings. R. to search and an action indicator. After

operation, it returns the relocation tolmm and row nmbers, if founi, and the result

of the search. which may be in the form of a correlation coefficient value, but if less

than zero in value, is interpreted as indicating the ma r in which the seireb failed.

Thus, if the best CC vatue found is less than 0.3. this is not considemr to be a

relocation, and the indicator is returned " -I, to indicate this fact. A value of -2

is returned if tbh subroutine is asked to search starting from a location which is
outside tb,2 imtage, or insufficiently Vithio it: any positir-n lesz them 9 pisxols in fvom

any edge of the image will mat allow z correlation betwen chip a• image to be

calculated. It is the responsibility of the calling program to emsine the result

returned by LWCGCP, and to take appropriate action.

The next operation of LODCGP is to read the chip pixnl values iuto an array

IPAIX of size 19 by 19. As each line of the iuseWe is read in, the opportw~fty is

taLen of performing the calculation of 12 (referred to ia section 3.2) for me

-_ sdbsequently in the CC calculation.

71,.1 The search wortsE!

A Landsat MSS image is normally over 300 by 2000 Pimls in size, which is far
too large to hold in the fast memory of the host computer (a Prim 750 machine), so the

-7
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data is held available iu slow memory. It is therefore advantageoms to transfer a

portion of the imag into tast manry a d then conduct the spiral search, rather than to

perform the search by repeated access ot data from sao tmemry. An early operation of

LOCOa, therefore, is to treafer a suitable moaLt of the tinge into the aorkapce.

rVOW. in fast memory. The size of lKV has been chosen as 101 pixels sqare, is a

little over 10000 words, which is a reasonable size for fast memry. This square array

is centred on the starting location and thus aklow 4l rings of the spiral to he

searched. If an R value gratater than this is requasted. an error mssage is output.

If an R value less than 41 is specified, only the required anoent of isge is brought

into the uorxapace. minimising the data transfer time. Ibis, if the location is know

fairly accurately, the vale process is speedeJ up, both because of the reduced amut

of data to transfer (a slow input process) and the reduced con•utation time in lved.

If the specified %earch locat ton is close to the edge of the image (though not

of course rearer than 9 pixels) there may not be a complete square of ima ar d that

location. This situation can be handled: LOCfl reads in as mh ima as is available

into the wrkslace and then conduct* tre search. If at any tim dAring the marcb the

chip extends beyond the av.ailable image. then no CC calculation is made. This arrangement

eusones that the maxims =somt of searching which is matheetically meaningful is in

fact dne.

7.I..A The spicaal search

With Noth chip and search area of image available in fast memry, the outwardly

spirallin search can commce. The search starts at the location specified by the

input parameters, and then mevs in steps: ote sep up. one step right, two separate

steps d.m, tw separate .teps left. three steps up. and so on. At each step, the

correlation coefficient is calculated as described in section 3.2. CC is thus calculated

at each position along the spiral. After each calculation it is eammmad to see if it

is any larger than any previous CC val•e so far at during this search. and if so. the

new CC is stored, together witr the colu and row umbers. Up to nine previous

values in those arrays are retained, and provided CC is greater than 0.5. the number

of tho current ring is recorded, at all times retaiaing the wamber of the ring co'taGinin

the highest value of CC so far fou:ld.

Section 3.3 described the CC surface, which in prec-ice cnsists of a hill,

wose peak is the position of largest CC value, rising from a roa plain. The

spiral search, starting from sa place not too distant from the hill, can th he

imagined. As the spiral search proceeds, each turn rises higher up the fl---k of the

hill. until eventually the peak is passed. Thus if a reasonably high CC value is

mt and then no higher value is amt on the next two rings, it is a reasonable ass.mption

that the peak has been passed. If lwetr, no CC value as high as say 0.5 has been

met, it is uncertain that the peak has been found, and the search is alkoved to ccnstinm

until all the rings have been coleted.

As described, the andel is open ro objections - i: is possible to postulate hills

with dwoale peaks. or os which are surrounded by a higb plain level. It is the

essence of a suitable gcp that it does wnt have such behaviour. Ideally eve at

- - - -- - -
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different times of year or with different sun elevation etc, the CC surface should abo

a single. fairly steep an tall hill rising from a low plain. Ccps ubich do not sbm
such desirable behaviour should. if possible be ramed fro the list, as the fact

becase evident.

in practice it is smatimas found that a gpis correctly relocated with a peah CC

value less than 0.5 and in such cases sow coupstatiou time will have heen veted by

continuing the search unnecessarily. Noweer it b~ not possible to use the value of CCE A

as an indication of true relocation, as experience aos~ that values fram about 0.3

"wipards con correspond to correct location, and peaks of up to 0.6 or more are sametmsp ~ ~~incorrect,* due to a chance corrspmt se

Experience has shown that the search rales described Anabv soth very successfully.

-providing that a little care has ?een taken in the choice of gcps. fmnever. gcpe ubich

are sislocated by WOCO tend to be those difficult to locate mially as firstJ

identification. so in practice there is a natural bias towards 'good' Mcps. The major

source of incorrect locations is when. for sow reason such s a change of groa mee or

the gcp has been veiled by a light haze, no location is possi~ble. Is such cases L0(CF

'my detect a position where CC is for chance reasons greater than 0.3. aud this I~

-locatiou is returned awl~ accepted. Such mislocatioms can usually be detected ai,.

eliminated by the min program later on,

lihea the search has concluded, mos results ý-e displayed on the us.;z's terminal.

These inclvle the location itself, as colum an raw. together with the peak CC value.

btinclude in adi~tion a table of CC values for the 5 x 5 square of imge locatioun,

surrounding that peak, and the (up to) tan neat highest CC values found during theI

search. These results enable the user to visualize the CC sfw and the approack

of the spiral to the correct location. Mach of this inforeatiwa has wea omitted f rom

a remtvrinof therogr as usr are not interested in it.

Inspection of CC sorf aies as described aLove shwd that of ten a value a~jacet

to the peak was only slithtly less high, indicating that the 'true' location was

probably between the two integer locations. ibis xugpned the possibility that a wae

curate value could be determined. The method chosen was to start frun the integer

location of saxinom CC adto spiral outwards in rnags of 0.31 pixel rathew than the
usual 1.0 pixel. To perform the calculations of CC, a grid of pixel values at istervals

of 0.1 colown and raw are needed, and these wve obtained by linear interpolatiam fra the

adjacent tuc, or more usually. four. pixel values. This metho eumbles the 'true'

location to be obtaived to ehe nearest 0.1 pixel. Linear intarpo'ýaticu is Ahme as

probably the qul.skest nothad, and althou& cimarly not matbamticalty the set accurate

is probab!y mre than sufficiebt for the p rpose, considering the matwde of the overall

- .- system. 0.1I pixel corresponds to about 6 a in the scam direction ami 8* a cha trawel

direction.

lOC'is instructed whe ther to search to an integer or a fractimasl location by

sanm of an action indicator parameter. A value of 2.0 iudicates an integr @sarch



shres& a value of 1.0 (actually my value not within the rang of Aabout 1.5 to 2.5)

indicates that a f ractional search is required. The calculation of values to 0. 1 pixel

spacing is in principle simlar to that done for integer pizels. the creation of the

spiral is don by a series of steps. as before. a-4, as for the integer case. is stopped

wha the peak CC valiue has bean passed.

7.2 Subroutine l*3IZ

Since L~nsat satet lite orbits are neither pols- nr equatorial.* the path of the

satellite, or rather its ground nadir. will in~e *a soo-jaro anle with true north.

The transformations described in thi- Report are und to British Rational Grid, the

warthings of which are only true uorth at oue longitude (2 degrees west)ý For any insge.

the cestre of which is *pacified by a path ad row iumber, there will be a difference

angle between satellite path ad grid northing. it is the purpose of subroutiL e 1WAM

to calculate this difference matle for ay specified path and row numer.

Referring to the mmtbod of operation of the overall program. once the f irst gcp

has been located attempts are made to locate other gcps at somm distance f rom thme first..

the approximaLe locat~ions of tbue are calculated from (aammst other things) kuledg
t ~of the difference manle between the satellite path. 6ie the y direction of the W~age)

and the mp northing- tile search for grcps; is limited by subroutine LOCGC to 41 rings,

ice up to 41 pixels in all directions. Since the loration my be up ILo say 300 km[ I distant, which is a Maziumum of 100 K 3, - 1600 pixels amay. it is necessary t'mat the
differene angle be kamn to an accuracy of better than 41 in I600 or about 1. 4 degrees.

It is therefore important that IANKZ provides a result which is less thans 1.4 degrees
in error, and to do this for the range of path and riotn gmiar applicable to all imagess

of B~ritain.

As noted. t~'a difference angle consists of two elements, one being the angle

between the satellite path and true north, and the other the difference betwe true

north an Cid sorth. Both of these angles vary with latitude aand in the case of the

second with Icagitwie also. Since the image location is provided as a path aid raw

number, it is necessary f iret to convert these to longitude -n latitude.

the operation of Us=L is therefore the fol lowing sequence.

Mi the latitude adlongitode of the centre of the image wre calculated from

the Lsanda path and rowniomber,

(ii) the satelli;te heading, *apressed as the angle between, its path sd true

north is calculated for that latitude,

(iii) the dif ference angle between true and Rational Grid north is calculate-d

for that latitude and longitude (this angle is referred to as the couvergmece), -
(iv) the rotation angle is calculated by addition of (ii) an (iii).

Itsom Wi to (iii) will nam be ciý.ýiidered in more detail.
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7.2.1 Calculation of latitude and 1 *gtude from andlo

71he Lmods~at 'Vorlhvide Reference SystWn of paths ad -- n is described in &of 2.

Relevanat details includ:

(a) Theme are. in total. 251 evny spaced paths. Altboe& theme are -ot

tra reed in -seq Ps by the satellite, nevertheless it is convenient to -r them in

a sequetial soner. The separation of paths is therefore 3601M5 - 1.4343 degees

each path being idetical to its si~baur but displaced in lonitaft by this Sonnet

we~stvard from its predecessor. The locations of the paths is sot defined exactly in ftf 2

in terms of longitude. alItmuho it is noted that path I is mthe first track that includes

Aminlmmd North merica. Nower. examles of the relationship become path/ro nd

-loogituulellatitude are provided and from theme it is possible to calculate the le~itude

at wh~ich any path crossies the equator. Is particular. path 251 (which is the same as

Ipath 'zero') is foun to cross the equator at "4.05 degrees mast.- (This am all other

longitudes in this Report aer reiterred to the Greenich maridiam.)

Mb Each complete orbit Ca~es 103 minutes (more exatly 6196 Seconds) adisaops

are centred an locations 25 secamins apart. The there would be 248 compete immap in

-oe complete orbit (more exactly 247.64) altho only 119 of these raw locations ame

used. !hIe 119 are recorded an the scrth-south porticoe of the orbit which is the mulit

side of the earth, and path emer 40 is at the equator. SmI is the mast sortherly

row useed. being at 80degreas 1.2 admmes sorLb ad rvw 119 the mo'.: soutbarly, at the

sam latit-.ade south. Ra 59 is centred on a location 25 second Weore the eqnstor is
reached. and so op.

Frcm this information it is possible to calculate geographical locations from r-ah

Mi Latitud

if the orbit of the satellite is asmid to 6e a circle. it my be divided into

248 equal sections. :-or-resposding to adjacent renumbers- Siace Now 40 is at the

equator, any row EN Liý located on tae orbit at a fractios (GO-EM/62 of a quadrant from

the equator. i.a

latitudie of ON o the orbit x~ ! 0-NM/124 radians.

This is the latitu.~e on thin orbit, which is at an auclizatiqu aftle A to the

equator. Whn the orbit is related to the eartha's; surface the earth latitd Lat is

g. ian by the espressiont
siu(L.t) - sw(A) - nim(pi =(GO-ON) 1124)

this calculation being for a 4phure rather tiam a sure comIex shq'e.

For an ellipsoid

ran(La ej x a a tan(Lrtd)

uhure Latc is Owe geocentric latituft (Lat above)

0 Lard is the £ieodetic latitude add

a is tte - tio of ttie mimor to the wsejjý axsi of the ellipsoid. a V6ne of

0."97 tbei useed. K



The latitude the depndsa upon the ra amer only.. The losgituia doeasds upon

both path Amd wor somer ad is considered next.

0 i) !dWitwdI

As mostirned mw, - path sAnto has bess foun to cross the equator at "A.0 degrees

Meet.

Each successive path is displaced, in longitude osly. by 360/251 degrees Meetwari.

For Aoy gives path therefore. the path somer sq le multiplied by 3101251 to provide

the Masto -d longitude shif t for that path, relative tD path zero.

Coni~eriag ay am path. the longitude at no somer is at Anle Um furthr

Easut the at raw GO 0 (the equator) whwre

tAwt(Les) -COstA) - tam(pi - (W'-EZo 124)

and this eupressiom is used to evaluate the relative 1a~itudie for Any given rawer

These longitude calculations hme asoidthat the eath is statiamary. whrea in

fact it is mctatiig iA relation to the am, and beam the satellite'samsnwou

orbit, at the rate of am revolution in 24 b-rs For Each jocr.&at is re sombr an

interval of 2.5 seconds tu elapsed daring ahich cia the earth ba rotated by

30x2SI1(24 x 3100) degres, ie o. mm3 degree per rin. It is therefor ecessay to

adjust the calculated longitud by this mount for each nov nubr dif farmac fro z te

-equatorial frow umbr (0.

These vanions steps necessary for the calculation of the longitude occur a

separate statemets in the courut listing of the sabroutiae.

Calculations of lonitude ad latitude mad by tbae MEAN are shw helow. is

degrees:minstas, for the several path/nmw ezomyles gives in 3ef 2..

Path Sw LoagInat fronu Bef 2 LionJLat from 1ZM

I - 80:01 a - 00:01 3

-13 35 73:23 9 35:58 z 73:29 9 35:57 31

47 35 122:14 V 35:5S 3 12.2: 15 V 35:57 3

105 65 143:41 K 7:33 S 143:41 X 7:13 S

d46 101 67:34 9 58:33 S 67:17 L 58: 30 S

There is seen to be fair agrement betwen the values. The ruesideal dif fearms

my_ be due to such cmauesas using a different value for a (several slightly different

,values are ins me), a diffecrest value for the satellite orbit inctlimation, or to use of

a simplified (spherical) eath modal for of the Expressions.

The ismWg supplied for mey parrkculan path and row is usually displaced from its

oinaal position (see Ref 2) . of tas by a larger distance than the 0 errocrs in the
calculated locatiors. zasmination of f if teesm iges shsn that th atre mq be

displaced from the nominal pusition by up to 0.47 degiree is lmaitude and 0.21 dagree

in latitmae, these f igures including the above calculation errors of about 0.05 degree



and 0.02 degree respectively. Thus tLe calculated lonitude sad laatue awe adeuae1
accurate for their purpose. The effect of "w error in loain-ft~ oteo taly

image is considered later. (If accout is taken of the satellite in use, it is found

that the longitude displacamouts for Landsat I am is the t@ 0.337 to 0.464 1 Xee

and for Lamdeat 2. -0.179 to 0.230 dagrw4. It thus seem that Lad- 2 occuied as

orbit roughly 0.4 degree eastward of Landesat I diaring the relevant .7w period.)

7.2.2 Determination of the satellite heeding

The satellite's heading. the aingle between its park and Seodtic north at a given

latitude B is determined with the aid of the eupesijom 14
where A is the inclination of the satellite orbit to the equator,

2 is the latitude,

C is 'he inclination of the satellite orbit to that latitude parallel.

The incliiat ions of the orbits of the Landsat series ame provided in Ref 2 an

measurements of the orbits are recorded in Uef 11. Sinae the Lmmdeat missi... ame

intended to provide a causisteist operational system, the orbit inclinatios do o

vary greatly and a figure of "9.1 degrees may be used for all of the satellites. Since

the direction of satellite trauel is nt reievant bare. the angle in the first quadrant,

8 0.9 degrees, my be ued for convenience. hue -,o the coinsistemy of all Lueisat orbits
this aingle will in general he in error by appreciably less than 0.1 degmee and

consequent errorls in C should he less than 0.1 degree for the latitude of Britain.

After application of the above equation at the appropriate latitude, the angle C

parallel.

7.2.1 Difference lýetusee tru north and Grid morth, or is .c

The British Sational Grid refere~u:4 system used for this nork is as ort3hogenal

sysvrm super imposed on a transverse Viercator project ion. The ~rmal smerdirs of the

CWrid V~ degrees west) is the only northing lime vkick is tree north, all other sorthiags

having sme convergence from true northL. This anle many. according to Oaf 12, he

approximated by the e~ressiou

wrge e (14m - 2) - aia(Lat)

where Los mad Lat are the longitude and latitudke is degrees. This expression

confirmed by conariaso with & table of values calculated for this purpose mdis in

error by less tha 0.00W degree few all areas which are normolly supped on the British

Nat ional Grid.

Further increase is accuracy is not justified, an the present OWesio

0 contributes negligible error to the sobroutine.
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7.2.4 Accura of smubr.tis IMWQZ

the ovrall accuracy of operatio of subroutiew iin is determimed by the

accuracies of its mseral cmtituist perts. Theme bm bees discussed in the

appropriate subsectios and ca mm be combined.

Considering first the lougitude id latitude. a study of fifte imaps detailed

in Table I shdow that the contra of an immp an be as nuk a 0.47 dege and

0.21 degree away from its calculated positio. Such difefemnces ma be dm to give

rise to errors of up to 0.35 degree and 0.13 desgre is the resulting difference angle.

(These figures are only approziaate as they vary with latitude.)

In addition there are possible errors in satellite heading of up to 0.1 deAS

and in coawergSce of 0.004 degree.

Thus lben all errors are taken into account it appears that the subrautine ME

should be able to provide angles which am is er•or by less thma sabct 0.5 degree.

A cmparison has been ande bet- s the rotation angles provided by lIn d the

actual rotation angles determied from the relevant tuomfomtismia marices. Fifteen

in.ags of widely distributed portio of the U Kwre exmined. Each iasm provides mo

rotation ngles, oae of whick, the rotation of the y-ais of the imag.. is dee t the

ases described in this section. The other angle. the rotatiom of the -axis of the

W, Con tains additional sa.ll effects due to ay yaw male of the satellit.

Table :

Differences between calculated id actual values for immum (dem)

?atk Nkm Centre displaceinmn le Calculated Dif fermce
Longitoda Latitude

216 23 0.472 0.013 11.746 11.01 0.143

217 24 0.061 0.209 13.172 :31.10 -0.22

216 23 01441 -0.0i3 13.965 1.0.1

216 24 0.403 0.061 14.Z36 14.273 0.037I
219 24 0.161 -0.042 15.286 IS.396 0.110

219 25 0.140 0.033 15.10-4 15.455 0.3*I

220 22 0.230 G.016 16.160 14.401 0.246

220 23 0.204 0.015 16.297 16.449 0.172 I
220 24 *2. 339 0.055 16.461 16.519 0.055
220 25 0.337 0.048 16.643 34.555 -4.2m1

221 1s -0.062 -0.050 17.015 17.273 0.256

222 I9 0. 1" -0.146 18.147 13.589 0.44Z

222 20 0.464 0.059 18.337 16.652 0.315

224 i9 0.196 -0.109 20.901 21.035 0.134

224 20 -0.179 -0.014 20.=64 21.060 0.254

Tha ubom the agles calculated by sub -utime ZAN= viee compared with the

rotation zomuired by the imag y-azis the averq diffetmne Is uie 0.21 se and
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the largest difference 0.44 degree. IVA"i figures are crn-isteat with the eZpcted

accuracy of th. subroutine.

Summarising, the overall accuracy of subroutine IZM appears to be commsitest

with the calculated accuracy of mabot 0.5 degree, adequate for its intended uee, which

demands a limit of 1.4 degrees.

it should be emphasised that the use of suroutine LU=~ is ouly appiropri~ate to

the British National Grid sys'san d for regions mowrmally m Ipe to that Grid. Mhs

does not include. for examle. any part of Ireland.

The matametical expressions used are in &,mral not rilprous (for examle some

earth models are based on a sphere rather than -n ellipsoid). but are oeen to be

adj-uate ly accurate represeontations.

7.3 Subroutine N&TSUI

Subroutine USDUS has the purpose of calculating a first-order trawformation

matrix from a set of pairs of locations in the two reference famas: im ~ mad National

Girid cio~rdinate system. This subrou time is in fact adapted ftram an exis ting program

M115so it will not be described in detail bore. Esuevr it amcontains cmm

mo-difications, asfollow.sJ !hI31M has bee altered so that it reads, the corresponding sets of imag locations

I ~and map coordinates from appropriate arrays via a Cý block. rather the by obtang

the* from a data file. In abdition, it uses a small amont of discrimination. If .1Y
Scp has a residural (determined 1by a prieviou flbgia calculation) of pST*&er tham an

amont specified by ome of the subrout~ine parameters. or has a correlation coefficient

of less than zero, that gcp is not iscluied in the c-urrest calcalation. Initially &U.

residuals are set to sro by the main program so the first RU2M operation uses all
available gcps. A cor.elation cofficient of less thm so implies that the Sep has,

for one reason or another. not barn relocated: in fact my CC value less than 0.3 will

be provided to MUS.TS as less tha zero.

If less than four suitable gcps; are pcovided. WITSC5 is nt able to fumctiou, so it

provides an appropriate error message. adthen &tops. This might occur if the -em image i

were largely obscured by cloud, so that few gcps; could be retocated.

Whom MUSCS has performed the least-squates f itting, it than prepares a mam

transformation matrix which is passed to the mam" prman throw& the aýblock wagm

Dur ing the course of its operation, MAXWO provides same output to the wer

terainal, concerning both the details of the individual Scps, their location and

residuaals. and alse details of the nwtransformation matrix. including the implied

pizol sines and the relative ow iatation both slang and perpendicular to the satellite

Cdirection of travel. This data output han bees omitted from a recent version of the

PrOgran.

N&ISL3 therefore is a fairly amsophisticrate mb roatime. providing only a f irst-

order trasformation matrix.. It is, %monve, 4wito adequate for ano in WM.FM, and
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onc compication is not justified. Oace a set of gcps has base relocated usingG.76'1Ms

the user may. i f be wisbes. use a program GCF I to ob tain a f irs t- or bigbew-re

tranfinust-io miatriz, selecting suck "p loc at ions as be reqires.

7.4 Libramz n qvsi5 subrostiva

7.4.1 Swzmatime is lib!az EMIlJ

Prograw GC.FM makes use of several subrontines held in a library amed EI.U.

The 313.1 wowtives used are listed %are, with a brief description of tbeir action.

CWV: toguit a chip I ilena fron & Sep identity.

CLSM: closen a twqrary file.

OW; opensez ixmage-format file for reading. waing the f ism as a parameter.

0MWl: grows a temporary file ter reading or Mritisg.

rADML: reads tbc tail (if amy) of an inage-f ort file.

TIME: outputs to the specified chamuel (I - terminal) details of the date mdcertain

tion. This alkow est;-mates to be made Of the visag of compter processing an~d

input/outpuzt tim.

7.4.2 Subro~atimes in li!LrMr lILI

Uee is sae of sam subroutines held in the image-formist library 13.11. these wre:

LOM~: closes am imine-format fi!e.

Ilsm: initializes data ita. a 4 K block used by 13.15 routines.

OIl: oens an image-format file for re-Rliag.

7.4.3 Sysatus subroutines

The program GC.F has been do"n loped for ae as a Prim 71A copter adis

qb w'ritten is ftria FU1A IT. It adurs uew of a rob T of Primn systaw subrostizes,

Ueat Of MAiich are of a fa Imliar nature. such as am cc 1UL. Less famliar ruie

include:

O.OSM: closes a filet.

snow 9reujAdiS' a f ile, ie returns to the start.

MWA rresests a questios at the usar tevainal and sets the logical valesm TMo

IFMSX accordinlg to the respooe YES or 30D.

It is secessary to imiclude the inseert MST3WqWMT is the declaration section of

all proaram and subroutines kick usee swck systen sumrouises. to 9explaia' to the

comiler the value of woe". used asparmeters in these suboutiines laic include the

,character.

I& 'product'of GCF.FIW is a list of all the gcps vbick hews beem relocated

within a Sives igWe. 16aally, all $cps wbich lie within the imgew will be relocated,]
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and to a hib accuracy. In practice. dwe to small mislocations. of the original aqps. an

ac=uracy of about *-0.4 pinal is to be expected, rathier than the 0.1 pinel appgrentlyT

posesible.

goe alternative to using GC1.FI is to locate as maya possible gSp anuslly,
Mbich is a tim-consuming lahowr-intemive procass. the soin or oxherwise neQPF

is theriefore to be wasured by ubers its performance lies, iduthar 'perfect*, dr *better'

orwrsea tham the annul matbod.

To provide a qualitative rno to this question. it would be necssary to racord
4mystematically the results of use of CCF an a wide rua of imago. sad ans ock

syatemsric recording has been done. Sunmwr the proprse bas been used ca mwy dif f er

inais (&aer 300) lay -be intbor an somral other ners, ed the following ciamst

represetheo sperieuce found.

GC.FI= is very much more convenient to see than the annul matbod an ouser

would MMcootemilate =Wesat relocation. except possibly for an imag Abich Was so

clas&-coosred that only a vary small memer of widely scattered cSeg could be discerned.

7he progsra ca certainly be said to be very muh Letter than annul matbode.

The proportion of Opp. relocateud within iing impvries. depening on such thags as

the samsn of the year comared with uba the gep chi"e rs obtained. For similar
semasn, the prprionrelocated apprasbs 102,uas in zhe no tcasatepd

seso fomthe original chipe. andsomem sno present insome portions of the -srcm .J

7he accuracy of relocation off be juftd from the standad deviations of the gcpe. I
In the beet cases the standard dsviarion may be less thus 50 a (About 0.6 to 0.6 pivai)

with ocu or two ost of perhaps 150 being bad "outliers'.- In the worst situation. the

standard deviation may be 120 a with up to 15-20% badly relocated, mainly because. they

cannot be located at all.

It sbould he pointed -st that heavy cloud covr. or vmmtimas in Britain poor

atwoarheric clarity, reduce the vales of lasges, so these results refer to imamW. *ch

apear usable after a very brief visual inspect ion.

In sumary. W.P.FIU provides a rapid mached of relocating Spp.. with little user

of fort. and enables large quantities of imanger~y to be processed. Uhich would not Love

been costetmlated with asral. methods. Provided that the lunge quality is good. the

process has a high SUacOARS rate in accurately relocating Scpe.

40
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I1o. Author Title, etc

1 1L. colvell Wistory mad future of remote sensing techology and

education.

Conference of Rate Sensing Educators (OURSE-78) (19M)

ULAS Conference Publication 2102.

2 US Geological Survey Landsat Data Users' Radhook (1979)

3 A.P. Colvocoresses Space Oblique %.rcator.

Pbotogr tric Engineering. Vol 40, 9Z1-926 (1974)

4 S. Shlien Geometric correction, registration. and ressmling of

Landsat imagery.

Canadian J Remote Sensing. Vol 5. No. 1, p74 (1979)

5 J. Villi Geometric correction of satellite imagery.

RAE Techuical Report 79121 (1979)

6 A.R. Benny A study of r1Ladat MSS data tape-%.

RAE Techtnical Report 80015 (1980)

7 D.I. Barnea A class of algorithm for fast digital image registration.

U.?. Silvernan IEE Transactions on Computers, Vol C-21, p179 (1972)

a F. Orti Geom.tric correction of Lmadsat XS images using a groumd

&- C-arci control point library.

N.A. Mrtin Proceedings of the fifth annual conference of the

Remte Sensing Society, held at Durham. ppl7-26 (1979)

9 G.J. Davisom Image Processing Software, Issue I.

MAE Techmical Memrandum Space 280 (1960)

10 P.J. Neilson LIE)SCAS 204D image generator in remte sensing applicatiars.

The Photo~rm tric Record, IX, p849 (1979)

If J.A. Filkintoo Table of Earth Satellites, Vol 3, 1974-1978.

D.G. King-fele MEl Techaical Report 8009I (1980)

a. Killer
D.H.C. Valker

12 Ordnance Smrvey Some facts and figures relating to the Transverse

Mercator Projection and the National Grid.

Leaflet No. 37 (1972)
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